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Abstract— Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search and 
optimization method imitating the metaphor of natural 
biological evolution. GA manages population of solutions 
instead of a single solution to find an optimal solution to a 
given problem. Although GA draws attention for functional 
optimization, it may search same point again due to its 
probabilistic operations that hinder its performance. In this 
study, we make a novel approach of standard Genetic 
Algorithm (sGA) to achieve better performance. The 
modification of sGA is investigated in selection and 
recombination stages and proposed Precise Genetic Algorithm 
(PGA). PGA searches the target space efficiently and it shows 
several potential advantages over the conventional GA when 
tested for solving functions having multiple independent 
variables.  
 
Index Terms: Function Optimization, Genetic Operators and 
Fitness Evaluation Function. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Optimization problems, in simple terms, are to find the 
best or close to the best solutions to the problems [1, 2, 5]. 
The term optimization mathematically refers to the study of 
problems that have the form: 
Given: a function RAf :  from some set A to the real 
numbers. Sought: an element 0x  in A such that 
)()( 0 xfxf for all x in A ("maximization") or such that
)()( 0 xfxf for all x  in A ("minimization"). Function 
optimization problem exists both in single and high 
dimensional search space. The function having more than 
one independent variable is called multivariable function 
which is reasonably a complex study than that of single 
variable function. In general, optimization is a composite 
perceptual task and metaheuristics mimicking biologically 
motivated computing have become a very popular research 
topic in the last few years. 
The biologically motivated computing activities have 
waxed and waned over the period of time. The evolutionary 
algorithm has become the most promising focus for the 
scientists and engineers especially in the area of simulation 
models, multi-objective and combinatorial optimization, 
mathematical problems, image processing, engineering 
design and control problems, fitting nonlinear curves to data,  
setting weights on neural networks and so on [1, 2, 15].  
Generally evolutionary approach involves mechanisms (e.g. 
Evolutionary programming, Evolution strategy, 
Neuroevolution, Genetic algorithm, Genetic programming 
and so on) that are inspired by biological evolution such as 
reproduction, mutation, recombination, natural selection and 
survival of the fittest. GA is a well known method of these 
mechanisms and draws attention for solving functional 
optimization problems [1, 2, 15, 19]. 
 Genetic algorithms are stochastic search methods that 
imitate the metaphor of natural biological evolution [1, 3, 4]. 
It operates on a population of potential solutions applying the 
principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and better 
approximations to a solution [2, 5, 14, 15]. GAs are the 
vigorous optimization techniques based on natural genetics 
that denote the ability of the GAs in finding the global 
optimum, or a near-optimal point, for any optimization 
problem [1, 2, 6,13].  
Although GA is performed well in optimization 
problems, due to working with population of solutions it 
faces computation time and slow convergence through its 
basic steps such as selection, reproduction and replacement 
[8, 9, 20]. The random selection in GA causes duplication 
and repeated identical calculation which hampered its overall 
performance [3, 10, 11]. To enhance performance, a 
modification of GA is investigated in selection and 
recombination stages to maintain population diversity. The 
proposed method is called Precise Genetic Algorithm (PGA). 
The primary motivation for the proposed PGA is to ensure 
the successive convergence in optimization problems to 
reach optimal solution with a minimal time. Population 
diversity hinders premature convergence and helps to get 
global optimal points in the search space. PGA also 
eliminates the possibility to search in the same point that 
could be expensive in GA. Experimental results on a set of 
sample optimization functions reveal that PGA able to reply 
optimal solution within a less number of generation(s) than 
that of standard GA.  
     The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
explains GA and aspects of proposed PGA to solve several 
optimization problems. Section III presents experimental 
result and section IV concludes the paper with brief 
summary.  
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II. GA AND PGA TO SOLVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
Since GA is the base of our proposed Precise Genetic 
Algorithm (PGA), this section first explains GA briefly and 
then describes PGA. 
 
A. GA to Solve an Optimization Problem 
Standard GA (sGA) is a class of evolutionary algorithms 
that model natural processes, such as selection, 
recombination, mutation and migration [1, 2, 7, 15, 18]. 
Fig.1 shows the structure of a simple GA. It works on the 
population of individuals instead of single solution and it 




Fig. 1: Structure of a genetic algorithm 
 
At the beginning, individuals (the population) are 
randomly initialized that stands as initial population. The 
objective function is then evaluated for these individuals. If 
the optimization criteria are not met, the creation of a new 
generation starts [12, 15, 17]. Individuals are selected 
according to their fitness for the production of offspring. 
Parents are recombined to produce offspring. All offspring 
will be mutated with a certain probability. The fitness of the 
offspring is then computed. The offspring are inserted into 
the population replacing the parents, producing a new 
generation. This cycle is performed until the optimization 
criteria are reached [15, 18, 19]. 
Problems regarding GA are significantly related to the 
computation time and slow convergence [8, 9]. Due to its 
probabilistic nature, the duplicate selection and repetition of 
same searching points deteriorate the overall performance of 
GA. To overcome the weakness, we have investigated 
Precise Genetic Algorithm (PGA); the next section describes 
the proposed method in detail.  
 
B. Precise Genetic Algorithm (PGA) 
Precise Genetic Algorithm is an extension of the 
traditional genetic algorithm and modified by a search 
method to further improve individual’s fitness that may 
keep high population diversity and reduce the likelihood 
premature convergence. This technique offers a very flexible 
and reliable tool able to search for a solution within a global 
context.  
 
PGA effectively incorporates the global exploring ability 
of the genetic algorithm with the help of population 
diversity and the local convergent ability of the precise 
algorithm by adding new search points. Other techniques are 
also employed by PGA is to ensure outperformance over 
standard GA (sGA). Standard GA always accepts the newly 
produced individuals as offspring in the crossover and 
mutation. On the other hand, PGA does not directly allow 
two offspring like sGA. PGA always chooses the best 
chromosomes during the crossover and mutation process. In 
the crossover process, two parents are chosen to produce 
two offspring based on the classical multipoint crossover. 
The two parents and offspring compete with each other and 
PGA chooses two best chromosomes as offspring. Likewise, 
in the mutation process, the chromosome chosen to mutate 
and the altered chromosome compete with each other and 
PGA accepts the better one as offspring. With each new 
generation of individuals the overall fitness value of the 
population should increase. The process of creating 
offspring generations based on the former generation could 
be repeated until the optimum is reached. The coming 
sections explain steps of PGA in detail considering sGA as a 
base method dealing with function optimization. 
 
B.1. Chromosomal representation  
PGA uses the similar encoding scheme like sGA for 
function optimization. A binary vector is used as a 
chromosome to represent real values of ix . For instance 
consider the following sample function should be optimized 
with PGA: 
210cos.10sin.),( 2211211 xxxxxxf  
where 31 1x  and  21 2x . We wish to optimize the 
function 1f with some required precision. The length of the 
vector depends on the required precision. In this case, it is 
considered that the desired output result should be 4 places 
after decimal point, i.e. the required precision is four 
decimal places for each variable. The domain of variable 1x  
has length 4; the precision requirement implies that the 
range [-1, 3] should be divided at least 4  10000 equal size 
ranges. This means that 16 bits are required as the first part 
of the chromosome: 
                                                                          . Similarly, the domain 
of variable 2x has length 3; the precision requirement 
implies that the range [-1, 2] should be divided at least 3  
10000 equal size ranges. This means that 15 bits are 
required as the second part of the chromosome:  
                                                          . The total length of a 
chromosome (solution vector) is then m = (16+15) = 31 bits; 
the first 16 bits code 1x  and rest 15 bits |17-31| code 2x . 
The binary string > …< bbbbbbb 0101112131415 and 
> …bbbb<b 1627282930 map into a real number ix  from 
65536240000232768 1615  =    = 
32768 = 2  300002 = 16384 1514
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the range [-1…3] and [-1…2] respectively is completed in 
two steps: 
 
 Convert the binary string  from the base 2 to base 10  
 
 
 Find a corresponding real number ix .   
 
The chromosomes (0000000000000000) and 
(1111111111111111) represent boundaries of the domain [-1, 
3]. Each chromosome is a binary vector of several bits and 
converts it into corresponding real number to evaluate 
function.  
The minimum/maximum of a function ))(( ixfy  is 
found based on a variation of ix beginning with one or more 
starting points. The basic element of a GA is the artificial 
individual consists of a chromosome and a fitness value. 
The every changing of the chromosome leads to a changing 
of the individual fitness. In this case (searching a maximum 
of a function), an artificial individual only consists of a 
value of ix and )( ixfy . ix plays the role of a 
chromosome and y plays the role of the fitness.  
The remarkable problems regarding GA encoding are 
duplication selection and searching same points again which 
significantly affects the performance and makes slow 
convergence. The next sub sections explain PGA as a 
remedy which evolved with a set of search point generation.   
 
B.2. Search Points Generation 
It is given the attention with the review of sGA and the 
following type optimization problems: Maximize 
),...,( 21 mxxxf  where each ix is a real parameter subject to 
iii bxa  for some constants ia  and ib . The formula 
12/ imii valueleftvaluerightxvalueleftx  is used 
to generate new search points within specific ranges by 
means of chromosomes avoiding duplication for better 
convergence. A representation having each variable ix  
coded as a binary string of length im clearly satisfies the 
precision requirement. Additionally, the following formula 




where  m  = no. of used bit in chromosome. As for example, 
if the bit string size is 16 maps into a real number in the 
range [-1…3] then the search point is generated by
.1241 16/11 xx  where  
/
1x is the decimal value 
of the corresponding bit string. Similarly 
.1231 15/22 xx where  
/
2x is the decimal value 
of the corresponding bit string. 
 
B.3. Precise Crossover  
Crossover is the process of creating a new offspring by 
combination of parental individuals [2, 12]. The bits 
between the numbers pos1 and pos2 indicate the position of 
the crossing points. From two chromosomes 
andbbbbbv mpospospos );;;;;;;( ..........2..........111.......11
);;;;;;;( ..........2..........111...........12 mpospospos cccccv   
two new chromosomes are generated through exchanging 
the corresponding bits between positions pos1 and pos2: 
andbcccbv mpospospos );;;;;;;( ..........2..........111.......11  
);;;;;;;( ..........2..........111.......12 mpospospos cbbbcv   
PGA does not directly accept two offspring 1v and 2v as 
sGA does. We compute all the fitness of { 1v ; 2v ; 1v ; 2v }. 
Then we choose two best chromosomes from these four as 
the offspring according to their fitness values. 
 
B.4. Precise Mutation 
The probability of mutation (pm) normally sets in smaller 
range e.g., 0.1. For each chromosome in the current (i.e. 
after crossover) population and for each bit within the 
chromosome: For each integer i in ],1[ m , generate a 
random number ir in the range ]1;0[ . If mi pr , then 
mutate the ith bit of );;;;( .................1 mi bbbv  to generate a 
new chromosome .);;1;;( .................1 mi bbbv Then we 
compute the fitness of v  and v and PGA choose the better 
chromosome as the offspring. 
 
B.5. Precise Selection 
Selection is the process of picking out a suitable 
individual from the population in order to create a new 
individual. During each successive generation, a proportion 
of the existing population is selected to breed a new 
generation. Individual solutions are selected through a 
fitness-based process, where suitable solutions (as measured 
by a fitness function) are typically more likely to be 
selected. Suitable individuals are individuals with a good 
fitness [7, 13, 16]. Here we use precise elitist selection 
scheme to select an elitist chromosome with the highest 
fitness value, which is copied directly into the new 
population of next generation. It is important to prevent 
promising individuals from being eliminated from the 
population during the application of genetic operators. The 
other chromosomes are selected by roulette-wheel selection 
process, where the selection probability of each individual is 
proportional to its fitness value. Selection operator is the 
implementation of the principle "survival of the fittest". 
Suitable parental individuals are such individuals with a 
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B.6. Evaluation function and fitness 
  Roulette Wheel Selection: Let fff ,..., 21 be fitness values 
of individuals 1, 2, . . . , . Then the selection probability 











For the selection process (selection of a new population with 
respects to the probability distribution based on fitness 
values), a roulette wheel with slots sized according to fitness 
is used: 
Calculate the fitness value )( iveval for chromosome iv  
  i = 1,…….,pop_size: 
Find the total fitness of the population 






).(   
Calculate the probability of a selection ip  for each 
chromosome iv   (i = 1,…..,pop_size): 
                   Fvevalp ii /)(    
Calculate a cumulative probability iq for each chromosome 
iv   ( i = 1,…..,pop_size) : 
                   j
i
ji pq 1  
The selection process is based on spinning the roulette 
wheel pop_size times; each time it selects a single 
chromosome for a new population in the following way: 
1.  Generate a random number r from the range [0….1]. 
2. If 1qr then select the first chromosome );( 1v otherwise 
select the ith chromosome iv  (2  i  pop_size) such that 
ii qrq 1  . 
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
    This section evaluates PGA on several optimization 
problems. We have implemented and tested PGA on a set of 
test functions and compare its performance with sGA. Table 
1 shows the test functions of this study. Both sGA and PGA 
are tested for the following functions with same encoding 
scheme. Other parameters are as follows: Population size = 
50, No. of bits in each individual = 31, Probability of 
mutation 1.0mp , Probability of crossover 6.0cp , Total 
Generation = 100 and the results are the average of 50 
independent runs. The aim is to find the maximum value of 
the test function. For instance, the maximal value of the 
function f1 is at  , 2.8503401x  2.0000002x and the value 
is 6.850171. 
In our proposed Precise Genetic Algorithm, the best 
chromosome 1)111111111110101111111111011001(maxv  
was found after 70 generation for a sample runs which 
corresponds to the value  2.000000] 2.850340,[maxix for 
function f1. Table 2 shows detail particulars of that point.  
On the other hand, sGA return the maximum value 
6.760506 after 80 generation. Table 3 shows the comparison 
between maximum value of PGA and sGA for the test 
functions. 
 
Table 1:  Test Functions with range. 
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Table 3: Comparison between PGA and sGA. 
 
Test Function  Max. value for PGA  Max. value for sGA 
1f  6.850171 6.760506 
2f  55.140726 55.140643 
3f  32.850254 32.380927 
4f  48.54326 48.535985 
5f  3897.734227 3897.734227 
6f  4.850151 4.850151 
 
 In every run of the PGA makes the better or equal result 
to obtain successive convergence than that of sGA without a 
notable increase in the computational complexity. For both 
single and multivariable functional optimization, the 
experimental results show that the PGA converges to the 
global maxima accurately and much faster than that of sGA. 
Fig. 2 compares total fitness and Max. value of ),( 211 xxf in 






















between sGA and PGA.  The Fig. 3 for test function
),( 215 xxf also clearly indicates the successive convergence 
of PGA. Most importantly, PGA converges rapidly in 
comparison with standard GAs. It is obvious that the PGA 
helps to solve optimization problems without depending on 
some profound mathematical and statistical optimization 
theories. From the result it is found that PGA is shown 
better than sGA. 
 
 





Fig. 2: Fitness curve and convergence comparison of f1. 
 
 








In this study, we modified standard Genetic Algorithm 
(sGA) for better performance and the new technique called 
Precise Genetic Algorithm (PGA) is presented. The new 
method performs better and gradually increases the 
convergence without much cost of speed than that of 
standard GA (sGA) when tested for multivariable function 
optimization. The experimental results indicate that the 
proposed method succeeds in avoiding premature 
convergence by maintaining a diverse population. This 
algorithm uses a precise mutation, crossover and selection 
techniques to produce a legal offspring and avoid the 
permutation and duplication problem of sGA. Precise 
elitism technique is also implemented in PGA to decrease 
simulations needed to optimize a test function. PGA is 
shown to give better results in the context of the quality and 
the time needed to reach the optimal solutions. 
Modifications of the standard GA to save previously 
computed fitness and functional values provide significant 
performance improvement. Hence, the findings and 
experimental results instruct us to tell that the PGA is 
excellent and awfully efficient for successively finding an 
approximate global maximum in high dimension search 
space.  
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